CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Stress has emerged in the last few decades, which is a very acute problem in the organization. Stress is present where one is dealing with opportunities, demand, or requirement of the individual who is seen as an important resource. Stress as the force, pressure, or tension subjected upon an individual who resists these forces and attempt to uphold its true state (Hans, 1936). Some stress can be good, and some can make it worse. The strain that is seen as something positive actually helps improve our performance. While pressure is seen as something negative actually led to the deterioration of our performance in the organization in a variety of industry whatsoever. For athlete, actor or any actress all said that, they need certain amount of stress or pressure to perform well. However, the problems arise when the sources of pressure become too frequent without time to recover, or when just one source of pressure is too great for us to cope with. Stress can be understood more comprehensively as, it is a condition which happens when one realizes the pressures on them, or the requirements of a situation, are wider than their recognition that they can handle. If these requirements are huge and continue for a longer period of time without any interval, mental, physical or behavioral problems may occur (HSE, 2001).
1.2 Background of study

Mental disorder that involves pressure can be dangerous if not managed properly. Refer to (Statistic Sweden, 2010), the country's one of the biggest contributors to long-term sick leave among the people is stress. According to the situation, we can determine that the pressure is unexpected and can also be a disaster. In addition, the rapid changes in the workforce not only will affect the management of human services, but it also interferes with the performance in the presentation and everyday tasks in the organization.

The pressure is clearly understood by everyone because they will face pressure at least once in a lifetime and it's difficult to determine the period. However, pressure has two methods and related diseases such as psychology and physiology. Among the circumstances that will occur as hysteria, passion, steam, nerves, neurasthenia, anxiety, mental stress, and tension.

1.3 Problem statement

Stress is one of critical risk that can destroy the individual performance in the workplace. In addition, the increased psychosocial stress makes sick leave increase, which could result in loss of productivity. Some of past researches suggest that to reduce stress, one of solution is to reduce work capacity of a person that having stressed. But if we reduce working force capacity in the organization, we might not be able to deliver the good tasks or project that have been given, not able to motivate or meet opportunities to utilize those competencies. In order to avoid stress influence towards employee’s performance, it is suggested that a task or project that given to them is prepare with management planning to countermeasure the unknown risk cause by time and resource.

Moreover, when we identify strategies that can prevent stress from affecting the performance of employees, we can order to make sure that the pressure does not cause workers to lose their productivity. Furthermore, planning mostly involves time management, so the good time management can also reduce stress. Others, if workers feel
that they have enough time to complete their work, so they can do their best in the work without worries (Schuler, 1979).

1.4 Research objective

The objective of this research:

1.4.1 To identify the sources of stress that influences the employee at the workplace in oil & gas industry.

1.4.2 To measure the significant relationship between sources of stress and employee’s performance in oil & gas industry.

1.5 Research question

This research shall answer the following research questions:

1.5.1 What are the sources that influence stress among employee at the workplace in oil & gas industry?

1.5.2 Is there any significant relationship between sources of stress and employee performance in oil & gas industry?